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ABSTRACT

The generative adversarial network has achieved a huge suc-
cess in the generative algorithm. Besides the generating hand-
written digits, human faces, indoor designs, and many other
images from noise, more and more researchers applied the
adversarial techniques on style transfer task, which is also re-
garded as domain transfer task, in the past three years. In this
work, we aim at generating anime-style faces from human
faces in the real world. We construct a Face2Anime Dataset,
performed the generative adversarial learning on it, and eval-
uate the result at the end.

Index Terms— Anime Face Generation, Style Transfer,
Generative Adversarial Network, IPPR, CVGIP 2018.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 2004, Goodfellow, I. et al. [1] introduced the genera-
tive adversarial network (GAN), which is a brilliant deep
learning method generating spurious data of a given distri-
bution. Despite its huge difficulty of generation, people re-
alized that neural networks are able to create meaningful
things. Radford, A. et al. [2] proposed an improved architec-
ture called deep convolutional generative adversarial network
(DCGAN), which generates much better images. Later, Ar-
jovsky, M. et al. [3] stabilized the training procedure of DC-
GAN by utilizing several tricks in training and named the new
architecture as Wasserstein GAN (WGAN). The blooming
development of GAN began since these hopeful techniques
were introduced.

When it comes to style transfer via deep learning, Gatys,
A. et al. [4] brought a deep learning-based algorithm into
the world in 2015. By minimizing the content loss and the
style loss of the activation outputs of inner layers between a
content image and a style image, we can transfer the style of
style image onto the content image. Not only had the authors
revealed the power of nonlinear multi-layer perceptrons, but
this method was the first big success of style transfer in the
field of deep learning. Two years later, The Luan, F. et al.
[5] improved the method as the delicate algorithm known as
neural style, which achieves a much better result of styled

images. Moreover, Li, Y. et al. [6] enhanced this kind of
photorealistic image style transfer to have a better inference
in shorter processing time.

However, this kind of methods above requires to tune pa-
rameters in order to find the best result. In 2017, Isola, P. et
al. introduced the image-to-image translation [7], which is
also called pix2pix. By utilizing U-Net on paired data from
two different domains, pix2pix transfers an image from one
domain to the other and vice versa in a robust way. U-Net
performs well on paired image transfer task.

In the real world, however, it is not practical to collect a
bunch of paired data for one task. The situation is that we
usually have data in domain X and in domain Y respectively.
In the same year of 2017, CycleGAN [8], DiscoGAN [9], and
DualGAN [10] all reveal the domain-to-domain transfer via
deep learning at the same time, although the Taigman, Y. et
al. [11] proposed an unsupervised adversarial domain trans-
fer network in the previous year. The ideas of Zhu, J. et al.
[8], Kim, T. et al. [9], Yi, Z. et al. [10] are basically the same
and simple: generate images from images by GAN and re-
tain the consistency. By a pair of GANs, one converts images
from domain X to domain Y and the other converts those from
domain Y to domain X, these methods constructed a deep
learning-based style transfer system successfully. The most
famous example is the zebra-to-horse. There are other exam-
ples of bidirectional style transfer depicted by the authors of
CycleGAN [8], such as Monet-to-photo, summer-to-winter,
apple-to-orange, etc.

For anime image generation, there are also several bril-
liant methods via generative adversarial networks. Jin, Y. et
al. [12] proposed a conditional anime character GAN based
on DRAGAN [13], which is inspired by ACGAN [14]. Liu,
Y. et al. used conditional GAN to generate painted colorful
images from hand-drawn sketches. Zhang, L. and Ji, Y. and
Lin, X. also integrated residual U-Net with ACGAN [14] to
paint gray-scale sketches. All these works show the power of
generative adversarial networks on anime images.

In our Face2Anime, we are going to introduce a way to
generate anime-style faces from real human faces. We take
advantage of the ability of generalization from GAN for this
kind of style transfer on unpaired images. We first gathered



numerous human faces from public face datasets and anime
faces from the Internet. Then we applied the CycleGAN on
these data to train a pair of generators. The one from real to
anime is our target generator. And we will show the generated
faces from faces in the datasets as well as unseen faces in the
section of experiments.

2. RELATED WORKS

Face2Anime is related to the generative adversarial network,
especially the CycleGAN. We are going to go through the
architectures and the objective functions they try to minimize.

2.1. Generative Adversarial Network

The generative adversarial network (GAN) is comprised of a
pair of networks: generator (G) and discriminator (D). As de-
picted in Figure 1, the generator outputs images from random
noise while the discriminator tries to determine whether the
input image is real or fake, which is generated by G, by giving
a score to the image. The score from D is range from 0 (fake)
to 1 (real). Generator and discriminator compete against each
other and get improved iteratively. In the end, the generator
will be able to generate images similar to the images in the
training dataset and the discriminator cannot tell them from
the real ones.

The following equations show the objective function of
GAN. The discriminator wants to minimize both the discrim-
inating loss LD (Equation 1) and the generating loss LG

(Equation 2) while the generator tries to maximize LG.

LD = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)] (1)

LG = Ez∼pz(z)[log (1−D(G(z)))] (2)

The total objective function is the sum of discriminating
loss and generating loss:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = LD + LG (3)

Fig. 1: Generative adversarial network.

In the training of GAN, D iteratively takes real images
from the dataset and fake images from G, and then we update
the network according to the above equation via backpropa-
gating the gradients through trainable parameters in the whole
network.

2.2. CycleGAN

In CycleGAN, there are a pair of GAN, GXY , GY and GY X ,
GX , where X and Y are two different domains. CycleGAN
works in the way Figure 2 shows. The GXY generates fake
images in domain Y from those in domain X and DY evalu-
ates the images in domain Y . For GY X and DX , they work
in an inverse way. CycleGAN takes not only one objective
function into consideration in this respect.

2.2.1. Adversarial Loss

Firstly, since CycleGAN is a kind of generative adversarial
networks, we have the typical GAN loss called adversarial
loss:

LGAN (GXY , DY , X, Y )

= Ey∼pdata(y)[logDY (y)]

+ Ex∼pdata(x)[log (1−DY (GXY (x)))]

(4)

LGAN is actually the same as the summation of Equa-
tion 1 and Equation 2 described in Section 2.1.

2.2.2. Cycle Consistency Loss

The critical part of unpaired domain transfer is to use a pair
of GAN. For a generated fake image in domain Y , the GYX
is supposed to have the ability of converting it back. To make
sureGXY andGY X converts an image to domain Y and back
to domain X . The cycle consistency loss is introduced as
Figure 3 shows and as the following equation:

Lcyc(GXY , GY X)

= Ex∼pdata(x)[||GY X(GXY (x))||1]
+ Ey∼pdata(y)[||GXY (GY X(y))||1]

(5)

Fig. 2: CycleGAN.



Fig. 3: Cycle-consistency loss.

2.2.3. Full Objective Function

The full objective function of the whole network is, therefore,
a summation of these two kinds of loss functions. The param-
eter λ controls the influence of cycle consistency in training.

In face, λ is the critical parameter in CycleGAN train-
ing. A network with too small λ is hard to generate samples
consistent with the given data; a network with too large λ,
however, will have difficulty to impose changes to the data.

L(GXY , GY X , DX , DY )

= LGAN (GXY , DY , X, Y )

+ LGAN (GY X , DX , Y,X)

+ λLcyc(GXY , GY X)

(6)

DX and DY attempt to maximize the total loss while
GXY and GYX’s goals are minimizing it. The parameters
of the whole network are then updated according to the fol-
lowing objective function:

G∗
XY , G

∗
Y X = arg min

GXY ,
GY X

max
DX ,
DY

L(GXY , GY X , DX , DY ) (7)

After numerous iterations, G∗
XY and G∗

Y X are the final
powerful domain transfer generators.

3. FACE2ANIME

We applied the well-designed CycleGAN on generating
anime faces from real faces. Although the CycleGAN works
for transferring images in both ways, it is still difficult to gen-
erate real faces from anime ones. Therefore, we focus on only
the one from real to anime.

3.1. Face2Anime Dataset

The data are the most important to this task. Without proper
data, there are no ways to learn a set of parameters for our
CycleGAN. As a result, we first constructed our Face2Anime
Dataset [15], including anime face dataset, cropped CelebA
dataset, and SCUT-FBP5500 dataset. Then we trained the
CycleGAN as Figure 5 shows.

Fig. 4: High level procedure of Anime2Face.

The anime faces took us a lot of work to prepare because
there are few suitable anime face dataset. We turned to collect
a bunch of images from anime image sites, such as Danbooru,
by Fährmann, M.’s tool gallery-dl [16]. Then we detect the
anime faces in each image and crop them in a proper size
to form an anime face dataset. The last step was to clean the
dataset because there were some misdetected faces, which are
just a part of a face or even not a face. In the end, we built a
dataset [15] with 5,025 anime faces of size 64x64.

For human faces, we utilize the existing public face
dataset: CelebFaces Attributes Dataset [17] and SCUT-
FBP5500 Dataset [18]. CelebFaces Attributes Dataset, or
CelebA, is a large-scale dataset of face images with anno-
tated attributes. The size of images in CelebA is 178x218
so we cropped only the faces and resized them as 64x64.
Moreover, we only took 40,000 of 202,599 images as our
human face training data. Apart from CelebA, we also use
SCUT-FBP5500 Dataset (FBP5500), which is a dataset for
facial beauty prediction, collected by South China University
of Technology. FBP5500 is in 64x64 and the faces are located
in a proper location (center) in the 5,000 images. In our ex-
periments, we are going to not only evaluate the performance
of CycleGAN on style transfer but the difference between two
human face datasets.

Fig. 5: Face2Anime dataset.



Fig. 6: Residual block.

3.2. Model Architecture

For tasks such as image generating or style transfer via gener-
ative adversarial networks, the architecture of generator and
discriminator also matters. A good model comprehends the
data and thus is able to learn to generate plausible data. There
are also various parameters we can set to train a CycleGAN:
learning rate, cycle consistency factor λ, the hidden size of
each layer, etc. We in this work, however, not going to dis-
cuss too many of them but only the difference between data
sources and between model architectures, which are the most
important two factors in deep learning.

3.2.1. Residual Block Generator

We first chose the residual block generator, which consists of
9 residual blocks (Figure 6), proposed by Zhu, J. et al. [8] in
the original paper.

Residual block generator is basically a sequence of resid-
ual blocks. A residual block in Figure 6 is inspired from the
residual network proposed by He, K. et al. [19]. It takes a
nonlinear transformation F of input x and then sums the out-
put F (x) and original x, known as short-cut path, together.
The residual architecture keeps the information of inputs and
prevents hidden units from dying (always output zeros). In
our Face2Anime, we apply an instance normalization after
each convolutional layer.

3.2.2. U-Net Generator

In the U-Net, described in Figure 7, the output features from
the decoder are passed to and concatenated with the input of
the encoder. Although U-Net generator results in mode col-
lapse, which is stated by Jin, X. et al. [20] according to their
experiment. There are still some drastically successful cases
trained by U-Net generator in other works for style transfer,
e.g. pix2pix [7], so we also utilized the U-Net with 256 hidden
units as our alternative generative model.

Fig. 7: U-Net.

3.2.3. Discriminator

We construct a basic 3-layer convolutional neural network as
our discriminator. The output of the discriminator is a 4x4x1
score map which represents the realistic scores of a given im-
age. By calculating the binary cross entropy loss function be-
tween each score with the ground truth label (1 for real image;
0 for fake image), the discriminator learns how to distinguish
images.

3.3. Training Details

In order to have high-quality results, we studied several tech-
niques to improve GAN training [21] and utilized on our
model, such as the dropout layer [22] and the normalization
layer. The dropout layers in generator prevent it overfit in
training data so as to create various fake images. While the
Kim, T. et al. [9] of DiscoGAN and Salimans, T. et al. [21]
of the technique report suggest using the batch normalization
[23], we adopted the other normalization method - instance
normalization [24] since the Zhu, J. et al. [8] reached awe-
some results in CycleGAN. Besides, we randomly flipped the
images while training for data augmentation.

4. EXPERIMENTS

We conducted four experiments of the following settings:

1. Residual block generator on cropped CelabA

2. Residual block generator on SCUT-FBP5500

3. U-Net generator on cropped CelebA

4. U-Net generator on SCUT-FBP5500

The following figures illustrate the result of each setting.
For each set of images, the upper row contains source images
and the lower row contains generated images.



Fig. 8: Faces generated by residual block generator trained on cropped CelebA. Residual block generator turns human faces
into anime faces. The results (in the second row) look like artistic style paints.

Fig. 9: Faces generated by residual block generator trained on SCUP-FBP5500. Residual block generator on SCUP-FBP5500
works as well as on CelebA, implying that it is feasible to do adversarial generating data on both human face datasets.

Fig. 10: Faces generated by U-Net generator trained on cropped CelebA. U-Net generator also generates artistic style images.
Moreover, we can see that the shapes of output images look more similar to the original ones, showing that the U-Net imposes
the constraints on shapes of the content and only change the texture of an image. To our surprising, the results look like statues,
which are made up of polyhedron.

Fig. 11: More generated samples on SCUT-FBP5500. Some of them look crazy but cool. The left faces are typical images from
FBP5500. The images on the right side are framed by round borders, which are probably from profile pictures. Although some
of the training images are not square, the Face2Anime CycleGAN still works well.



Fig. 12: Novel faces which are unseen during training. The generators are able to generate anime-style faces from unseen human
faces. This result shows the generalization of CycleGAN. However, some faces are only slightly changed in my experiment.

Fig. 13: Some samples of anime-to-human faces. Although it is quite difficult for a generator to generate real human faces from
anime faces. There are still some successful samples from the generated testing images. Figure 13 demonstrates some of them.
The generator from anime to real do learn some human face textures, such as smoother skin, smaller eyes, lower contrast hair
color, a straight nose, etc.

5. CONCLUSION

We demonstrate a human-to-anime style transfer on faces
via CycleGAN called Face2Anime. We successfully cre-
ate a bunch of anime-style faces from human faces by
Face2Anime. There are no much differences in training on
the CelebA dataset and anime face dataset compared to on
the SCUT-FBP5500 dataset despite part of the images in
FBP5500 are round-framed. The images created by the resid-
ual block generator diverge from those generated by the U-
Net generator. The former generated an artistic style paints
while the latter only changes the textures and preserve the
edges of original contents.

The quality of the generated images, however, is not ideal
enough. The results shown in Section 4 are merely a little
part of all generated images, and most of them actually do
not look like a human face or an anime face. Also, the sta-
bility of training Face2Anime is poor since it is common that
the CycleGAN generates only ”abstract paintings” at the end.
Therefore, we will keep improving the quality and stability of
Face2Anime in the future.

On the other hand, in this work, we achieved the success
on style transfer between realistic faces and anime faces. The
next step is to generate real anime faces, which are not just
involved in changing textures.
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